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LINKING THE LANDSCAPES 
BEYOND BORDERS



THE QHAPAQ ÑAN.             
INCA TRAIL. 
UNESCO WCH



THE WWF 
LIVING 
AMAZON 
INITIATIVE 



©AMAZONAS is located in the countries of  Brazil, Bolivia ,Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Peru, Suriname and Venezuela.

LATIN AMERICA: AN EXCEPCIONAL, FRAGILE AND TRANSITORY RESOURCE



©AMAZONAS is located in the countries of  Brazil, Bolivia ,Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Peru, Suriname and Venezuela.



©PARQUE NATURAL SIERRA DE CHIRIBIQUETE. Foto: Colombia Magia Salvaje.



©EL SALAR DE UYUNI es el mayor desierto de sal 
continuo del mundo, superficie de 10 582 km², 
Bolivia,Chile



©The Coffee Cultural Landscape of Colombia UNESCO WH (CCLC). Quindío Colombia



CIUDAD PERDIDA (Spanish for "Lost City") archaeological site of an
ancient city in Colombia's Sierra Nevada. It is believed to have been
founded about 800 AD, some 650 years earlier than Machu Picchu.
.

LANDSCAPE a right that all the human 
beings should be able to enjoy, the 

enjoyment of which generates 
commitments and responsibilities.



©Earth boy - SA

LANDSCAPE The crucible of the intangible of Latin American communities. 



A reference value and control of transformation by its association with the 
ancestral, collective memory and the cultural, natural and symbolic meaning 

that it contains. 



A URBAN TERRITORY ; 78% POPULATION LIVING IN TOWNS



A REALITY…FRAGMENTED LANDSCAPES



A Hope ….



SERGIO FAJARDO MEDELLIN MAYOR 2002-2005 THE CITIES WE WANT: RESILIENT, SUSTAINABLE, AND LIV ABLE…

“What does it mean hope?
At its most basic, it is a desire for and the belief in a certain good 

outcome. We hope for life. We hope for a certain stability without 
destructive change. We hope for a future close to landscape.   

We hope to reside in cities that are resilient. Are sustainable. And 
above all, livable”.



LATIN AMERICA: WORKING BEYOND BORDERS



“We are the Americas: a continent; a 
historical and cultural wholeness; a 
vibrant and changing economic and 

social reality.
We are the territory in which the 

Latin American Landscape Initiative 

arose and is being developed, 
gaining momentum                                                     

day by day”

Carlos Jankilevich



THE CIVIL SOCIETY

BOTTOM-UP APPROACH



In a very large territory with diverse 
morphologies, climates, ethnicity and 

development patterns, there also strong 
and lasting unifying ties, such as a 

common historical past or the bonds 
through which we built together our 

present societies and we move together 
towards a promising  future.

In this context LANDSCAPE is the tangible 
expression of these constants of such 

unity within diversity
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Landscape for living, together 



LALI
Iniciativa Latinoamericana de Paisaje
http://lali-iniciativa.org/



LALI GUIDING PRINCIPLES

• Recognize landscape as Vital

• Consideration of All People

• Deal with the Everyday landscape
• Integrating Biodiversity and 

Ecosystem Services

• Expand Knowledge

• Inspire Stewardship

• Show Leadership



© Medellin urban laboratory/ EDU

Focusing on the ‘Every - day’
as well as to the ‘Affordable Landscapes’



©Concurso Internacional RIO MEDELLIN
LATITUD-Taller de la Ciudad Monsalve & Hoyos

Renaturing Cities - Using nature based
solutions (NBS) to address urban challenges



Advancing socio-ecological production landscapes for the benefit of 
biodiversity and human well-being’



©Our Cities Ourselves .  Central Do Brasil Station: 
Exoconcourse / Endostreet by CAMPO + Fábrica

Inspiring civic pride: improvement of the urban 
Landscape, securing growth and regeneration 



Lago Titicaca, Bolivia y Peru

Protecting the heritage: respecting 
character and identity’



Promoting the Urban Landscape for sustainable cities

Creditos : Bogota render Uni Andes- Diana Wiesner 

Sidewalks for people             Parks for livable city              Bogota dressed green                Bicy the new way to arrive     The colective urban mobility



“LALI a novel idea
…to approach, to understand, 

to rediscover, to think, and 
to interact with the landscape”

Joan Nogue



LALI Network is a living organism, is
multidimensional. Knowledge networks that
intersects and overlaps, constantly changing over
time. Our initiative includes landscape architects,
biologists, ecologists, geographs, architects,
naturalists, urbanist, engineers, lawyers,
economists, journalists, academics, activists,
leaders of community organizations, to
entrepreneurs, developers, mayors, common and
influential people in local, regional and
international organizations.

The recognition, valuation, protection,
management, and sustainable planning of Latin
American landscapes are fundamentally
multidisciplinary, and the diversity in our
collective honors this fact.



FRIST LANDSCAPE WORKSHOP 

LANDSCAPE CHARTERS  2011



LANDSCAPE CHARTERS



RIO + 20 JUNE 2012
RIO & SAO PAULO LALI/ABAP  WORKSHOPS 



FIRST LALI FORUM OCTOBER  2012



ENDORSEMENT LALI DECLARATION MEDELLIN COLOMBIA OCT. 2012



…a celebration of joy under “yellow butterflies” and t he 
Jean Phillipe Rameau concert Las Indias Galantes



II LALI FORUM GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR OCTOBER  2013



WEBSITE -www.lali-iniciativa.org

BLOG     www.lali-iniciativa.com



III LALI FORUM BUENOS AIRES ARGENTINA JUNE 2014



FRIST LANDSCAPE BIENNALE BLAP MÉXICO JUNE 2014



RED DE PARLAMENTARIOS POR UNA LEY DE PAISAJE. CHILE. SEPT. 2014



CSLA | CLCI Canadian Landscape Charter Initiative |
BRIDGING THE LANDSCAPES of THE  AMERICAS May 2015



IFLA AMERICAS CONFERENCE

IV LALI FORUM LA PAZ BOLIVIA. OCTOBER 6 2015



“LALI is a regional initiative, but its meaning goes
much beyond the limits of the Latin America region: it

signals the mobilization of civil society for the
safeguarding of important collective values, the ones

that are represented by the conservation of beauty, of 
biodiversity, of traditional knowledge, of heritage in all

its forms.

UNESCO praises the work that you have done, and 
wholeheartedly supports the LALI initiative as a basis
for an enhanced regional action that will lead to the

development of more effective and universal policies, 
in collaboration with all the main United Nations

Agencies, the international NGOs and national and 
local Governments of all the regions of the world”. 

2013  Francesco Bandarin UNESCO 
Former Assistant Director-General 



LALI CONCRETING ACTIONS & COOPERATION, SINERGYES







LALI LEGAL

reconstruct the 
legal category of 
the LANDSCAPE

LALI LEGAL

reconstruct the 
legal category of 
the LANDSCAPE
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Lifescape, landscape in everyday life, is a precondition for existence 
as well as a background for living 

Landscape Based Solutions, as catalyst to urban violence. Through these 
tool working in synergy, cities have the ability to transform on a societal 

level, with Medellín standing as a true testament to this notion.

© Anibal Gaviria Mayor MEDELLIN metamorphosis 2012- 2015



Colombian city of 
Medellin, which was 
plagued by endemic 

violence in the 1990s, 
diminish violence by 80% 
in a dramatic turnaround. 
In 2013, 30% of the city’s 

budget was invested in 
culture, and urban 

landscape. 
A new urban landscape 

succeeded in bringing 

residents together, 

through the creation of 

open and green spaces.





WORLD 
ENVIROMENTAL 
HUBS IUCN/WEH

OBSERVATORIO 
PAISAJE CATALUÑA

NATURE OF CITIES 
URBIS

WORLD URBAN 
PARKS WUP



LALI SOCIVIL CLUSTER

• Se ha logrado la 
identificación,vinculacio
n  de 14 iniciativas a 
nivel de Latinoamérica y 
10 a nivel local.

• Meta identificar al 
menos 2 iniciativas por 
cada país 
latinoamericano.





Red de iniciativas ciudadanas por el 

paisaje nacional y Latinoamericana
Red  iniciativas locales, colegios 

y universidades por los Cerros

Consolidación de una plataforma que articula las iniciativas y permite 

intercambio de experiencias para sumar a las políticas publicas.

https://goo.gl/TI4z3C https://goo.gl/aeBUiN



BOGOTA
(2.600 M)

MONSERRATE

(3.000M)

VILLAVICENCIO
(478M)

CUNDINAMARCA

BOGOTA

Bogotá landscape for living together 

Population : 7.850.000    Area  1,587 km2 Temperature 17°C      2.600 masl



1500s:lo sagrado (the sacred)

©FUNDACION CERROS DE BOGOTA_ Arq. Psj. Diana Wiesner LALI SOCIVIL 



2013: el olvido (the Oblivion)

©FUNDACION CERROS DE BOGOTA_ Arq. Psj. Diana Wiesner LALI SOCIVIL 



2014:la esperanza (the hope)
Recover the sacred relationship between community and mountain

©FUNDACION CERROS DE BOGOTA_ Arq. Psj. Diana Wiesner LALI SOCIVIL 



The Power of the Landscape
connectivity, exchange, permeability



©FUNDACION CERROS DE BOGOTA_ Arq. Psj. Diana Wiesner  LALI SOCIVIL 

The spirit of place
The voice of the people



Landscape= Cohesion +Affectivity+ Solidarity Diversity
+Equity + Coexistence+Happiness

©FUNDACION CERROS DE BOGOTA_ Arq. Psj. Diana Wiesner LALI SOCIVIL 



.We live in a global community, “a world without 

boundaries”, a world which we can even enter with a 
click. Categories such as race, religion, gender, 

ideology, nationality and of course, territory that 
once seemed being determined as fixed, are no 

longer seen as such.  Nowadays boundaries are much 
more than the delimitation in political maps,  

Landscape have erased those borders granting a 
much more transparent, complex, diverse, 

multicultural and permeable notion.



Landscape cannot be redused by globalisation.  The 
Latin America Landscape Initiative (LALI) challenge act 

in a local level but with a global impact in order to 
promote the recognition, protection, planning and 

sustainable management of our wonderful Latin 
American Landscapes. 

GRACIAS!!!


